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Figure 7-1 : Main Patient Menu

I-Invoicing M-Medical Notes X-Next Patient 1-General Info

P-Patient Menu F-Forms Menu Q-Quit Program 2-Insurance Info

A-Appointments U-Utility Menu 0-Current Screen 3-Create Invoice

Move right or left past end of screen and the following prompts appear:

4-Update Invoice B-Browse Mode 9-Diag/Proc Hist $-PT Payments

6-Diagnosis Hist R-Reset Appt W-Refer To ?-Quick Look

7-Ledgr/Statemnt 8-Check Track J-Test Results H-HIPPA Log

Medical Office System

Chapter 7: Patient Sliding Menu  

This chapter discusses

! the Patient Sliding Menu options.

! the special forms available from Daily Input.

! the patient utility functions.

! the mass payment feature.

The Main Patient Menu

Figure 7.1 shows a selected patient record on the Patient Sliding Menu screen. From this menu, we

can do just about every function, concerning patient information.

Displayed in the lower right-hand corner of the menu box is the word, "More" followed by ">>".

When displayed in this position, these arrows show more options are available from the scrolling

menu.  To display the remaining options, move right or left with the arrows past the edge of the

screen.  Any option can be selected, even those not currently displayed, anytime just by pressing

the single character identifying that option. 

The following is a list and an explanation of the choices available in the scrolling menu:

The number of lines displayed is a function of PFDROPSHADOW=ON/OFF.  More lines will

display if PFDROPSHADOW is off.  This option can be modified in the Configuration Editor.
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Figure 7-2 : Invoice Browse Screen

Figure 7-3 : Invoice Detail Screen

The following is a description of each option:

I - Invoicing

Highlight your selection or press I, then press e to show the invoicing menu.

You will notice the following choices are available from this browse display.  Highlight the invoice

you wish to select and press the key indicated in front of the function.

Many of these functions are accessible from more than one place to allow the most flexibility when

using the Medical Office System.  In the case that they have already been explained elsewhere in

this manual, a reference to that explanation is made to avoid duplication.   

Update Invoices Menu Options:

Inv  

(Invoice Details) Highlight the invoice you want using your arrow keys then press e.  The Invoice Screen will

appear to display the update invoice menu options (Figure 1-2).  

 

Inv Data (View General Invoice Screen).  Highlight the invoice using the arrow keys then press Ie.

The Invoice Information Screen will appear.  Press e to exit.
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Figure 7-4 : General Invoice Data Screen

Add New Inv Press Ae to add a new invoice.  See Page 6-15 for more information about adding an invoice.

Statement/Ledger Press Se to display the Statement/Ledger Screen.  This screen contains a list of each invoice

line from the patient's invoices.  See Figure 7.1 and for more information see Page 7-14.

Credit Dis Press -e to distribute a credit to other invoices with the same responsible party.  This is only

possible if the responsible party balance is not a credit balance.  The following question is displayed:

RE-DISTRIBUTE CREDITS FOR WHICH RSP PARTY  >          

Enter the correct responsible party or press e for PT (Patient).  Each invoice for that party

is checked and any with credit balances will be adjusted to zero.  Then the money will be paid to

other invoices until it is used in full.  Each invoice paid will be displayed with the message:

Applying $xxx.xx to INVOICE nnnn   ($yyy.yy remains)

Press e to continue

Each open invoice for that carrier will have an adjustment applied until all the money has been

disbursed.

Payment Highlight the invoice using the arrow keys, then press Pe.  The Invoice Payment Screen will

appear.  For more information on how to make a payment see Page 6-23, "Daily Input." 

Add Charge Highlight the invoice using the arrow keys, then press Ce.  The Invoice Charge Screen will

appear.  For more information on how to make a charge see Page 6-18, "Daily Input." 

Mass Payment Press Me to make a mass payment.  The MOS will apply payments to the earliest invoice

first.  This option will prompt as follows:

ENTER PAYMENT AMOUNT >                 

then
ENTER DATE OF PAYMENT >                 

then
WHO MADE THE PAYMENT? >                 
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      APPLYING $XXX.XX TO INVOICE NN

             Press ENTER> to Continue

Your response to the prompt, "Who made the Payment", determines which invoices are paid.  Use

"PT" to pay patient-responsible invoices, use the carrier code to identify an insurance carrier.  An

open balance for that responsible party must be available to pay or the payment will not be posted.

Then supply a code indicating the method of payment.

HOW WAS THE PAYMENT MADE? >          

Supply the code indicating the method of payment.  The code must be one of the following:

CA Cash

CK Check

MO Money Order

AX American Express

MC Master Card

VS Visa

DC Diner's Club

CC Credit Card

CB Debit Card

OT Other

WO Write-Off

NC No Charge

NA Not Applicable

PC Professional courtesy

UC Uncollectible

RF Refund

TB         Insurance Take Back

RC         Returned Check NSF

ENTER DESCRIPTION >                                                           

Enter the check number or other memo to identity the payment more clearly.

As the MOS is automatically making payments, the amount applied and invoice number for each

invoice will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

Prt Form Highlight the invoice using the arrow keys, then press Fe.  The Invoice Screen will appear

with a list box containing the available forms.  To print, highlight the desired form and then press

e. 

New RSP Highlight the invoice using the arrow keys, then press Be.  The billing party box will be

displayed slide the highlight over the correct billing party and press e.  The first choice is

always PATIENT, and the last is always WOFF (Write off).  This will leave you on the invoice

detail screen.  Press Ve to return to the Invoice Overview list. 

Exit Press Xe to return to the Patient Menu.
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Figure 7-5 : Patient Data Menu

P - Patient Menu

Highlight your selection or press P, then press e to display the patient menu.

Current Screen Highlight your selection or press C to update the patient information displayed on the current

screen.

Demographic

Data Highlight your selection or press D to go to the Patient Demographics screen for updating.

Insurance 

Data Highlight your selection or press I to go to the Patient Insurance Information screen for

updating.

Diagnosis History Highlight your selection or press D to display the diagnosis history screen.  See page 7-14 for a

complete description.  This history is accessed from the invoice transactions.  The new Patient

Diagnosis history file is displayed from a different menu and can store history separately from the

accounting information.

Quick Look Display the main Patient Information on one screen, with no update possible.  This display includes

insurance information, and patient name & address.  Use this when you just need to see what is

there and do not need to make changes.  It will keep make it less likely that data will be change by

mistake.

A - Appointments
Highlight your selection or press A, then press e to go to the Appointments Menu.  See page

19-3, "Scheduler", for additional information on appointments.  Each function on this menu is

discussed in much more detail.

New controls have been added to allow users that handle scheduling to have limited access to the

other PHI data in the system.  Review the access levels and assign them so that each user has access

to only the parts of the system that they need to complete their jobs.

Deleted 

Appointments With this release all deleted appointments are recorded to better track what happens to an

appointment.  Using the scheduler is the best way of insuring that all claims have been properly

entered.  The appointment scheduler can be just one more audit tool to insure all claims have been

submitted.  Watching for deleted and missed appointments, can be a warning that claims are

overlooked.  This should be an area where a close watch is made.

All appointment functions have been updated to work properly into the year 2000+.  All your

scheduling can continue as always without modification.
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Figure 7-6 : Appointments Menu

Figure 7-7 : Medical Notes Browse Screen

Finally, all appointments now include the User ID of the person that made the appointment.  This

will be helpful when trying to find lost appointments or better train the staff.

Check 

Appointments Highlight your selection or press C, for more information on this function see Page 19-3. 

Appointment 

Scheduler Highlight your selection or press A, for more information on this function see Page 19-3.  If you

assigned a password to the current provider, you will be asked for the SCHEDULING PASSWORD

before this function can be selected.

Recall Patient Highlight your selection or press R, for more information on this function see Page 19-17.

View Deleted 

Appointments Display any appointments that have been deleted.  This display includes the User ID of the person

that deleted the appointment.

M - Medical Notes

Highlight your selection or press N, then press e.   If you assigned a MEDICAL HISTORY

password, you will be asked to supply it at this time.   See Chapter 14, "Medical Notes" for more

information on this function.

Browse Display all the note information in a browse format.  Press e to update a full note for a

particular day.

e - Select Select a note for display and updating or editing.
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Figure 7-8 : Forms Menu

Add Add a new medical note.  A prompt will request the note date and once it is entered a screen is

displayed for typing the note.  Refer to the medical notes chapter for more information about this

function.

Keyword Enter a keyword to locate in the notes.  The first occurrence will be displayed.

Print This will print the medical note selected.

Close a Note This will allow a provider to review the note entered and mark it closed.  Once a note is closed, it

may not be changed, it may only be printed, displayed, searched or written.  In order to close a

note, you must enter the provider code and the “medical records close password”.  This password

is defined on the provider data and should only be known by the provider. 

Write a Note This will write the note to a special location for storage.  This function is not currently available,

but  will be added in the next release.

X-Exit This will exit the medical notes feature.

F - Forms Menu

Highlight your selection or press F, then press e to display the Forms menu. All output

functions will not check to see if the user is authorized and compare that to the output

authorization level.  This is an important part of the new HIPPA regulations and should not be

ignored.

Print Patient 

Screens Highlight your selection or press P to print a set of patient information screens.  

Demographic 

Form Highlight your selection or press D to print patient demographics.  See Illustration 27.

Print letters Highlight your selection or press L to print a copy of the selected letter type.  See Page 12-15 for

information about adding and modifying letters. All letters are not logged to help you know when

a letter was sent and who sent it.

Letter Log List the letters sent to this patient.  Press G to display the list. The name of the letter the date and

the User ID of the person that generated the letter are shown.

Routing Slip Highlight your selection or press R to print a routing slip or "Super Bill".  See Illustration 59.
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Figure 7-9 : Utilities Menu

Insurance Form Highlight your selection or press F to print a HCFA-1500 or other insurance form.  

Statement/Ledger Highlight your selection or press S to print a patient statement.  See Illustration 60.

Envelope Label Highlight your selection or press E to print a label with the patient's address.

Custom 

Routing Slip Press M to select the custom routing slip.  This will print a routing slip that was custom designed

for your practice.  This must be added by  a filePro programmer.  MOS Support personnel can give

you more details on adding this form to your system.  The programming and hooks have been

added it just remains to layout the appropriate form.

Proc/Diag/

RX History Press H to select this form.  This will print to the default printer.  This will print the procedures,

diagnoses and drug history for this patient.  This can be a quick way to add this type of detail to

the information given to the provider at the time of an appointment.  The page parameters for this

form are regulated by the Medical Notes Page length and Print Length defined on the Practice

Information Miscellaneous Screen.  

Change Printer 

Destination This will display the list of printers defined for your practice.  Selecting a printer; will change the

destination of all print jobs generated by this user until the current Daily Input session is closed.

Complete information about this function is available in the Printer Maintenance Program Chapter

21.

U - Utility Menu

Highlight your selection or press U, then press e to display the Utility Menu for a patient.

Family Members Press F to view, find or change family members that are also patients.  The display shows each

family member’s balance and last date of seen.  In addition, a running balance of the family is

calculated for a quick reference when asked what the family currently owes.  This can be a handy

reference to help with collection.  A browse will display all patients with the same "SEND

STATEMENTS TO" code as the current patient. 
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Figure 7-10 : Family Members

To select a different family member, highlight the patient and press C to change to that patient.

Press X to return to the Patient Sliding Menu.

Change Work Date Press T to change the default work date. This date is automatically used as the charge or payment

date for a new invoice.  This can make it much quicker to do your data entry, when you are entering

data from another date.

Calculator Highlight your selection or press C to display the Pop-Up Calculator.  See Chapter 18, "The

Calculator", for more information.

Browse Mode Highlight your selection or press B to browse patients.  See Page 13-7 for more information on

browse mode.  

Previous Patient Highlight your selection or press P. to see a previous patient record.  If you found your patient

using the "Find by Account Code" or "Find by SS Number" the order is followed.  If you found the

patient in any other way, the sequence is by record number.  If the computer BEEPS when you

press P, the direction you selected has hit the end of the list.

Next Patient Highlight your selection or press N to see the next patient record.  If you found your patient using

the "Find by Account Code" or "Find by SS Number" the same order is maintained.  If you found

the patient in another way, the patients will be displayed in record number order.  If the computer

BEEPS when you press N then you have hit the end in that direction. 

Delete Patient Although a patient may not have any invoices in the system, he may still be a patient.  The end of

the month purge closes out zero balance invoices but does not delete patient records.  Patient

records are deleted using this function only.  

To delete a patient's record you must specifically request that the record be deleted.  

Note: As an extra safety feature, the Medical Office System will not delete any

patient record with invoices on file, even invoices with zero balances.

To print a hardcopy before deleting the record, press F for Forms Menu, then choose P for

"Print Patient Screens”.    Press U for Utility Menu, then D for "Delete Patient."
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 Drive          Free            Used           Total   % Free
==============================================================
  D:      1286963200       859504640      2146467840    60.0  <== PFDATA
  C:       958332928      1188134912      2146467840    44.6
  E:        25309184         7477248        32786432    77.2
  F:      1980432384       166035456      2146467840    92.3
  G:      1752760320       393707520      2146467840    81.7
  H:         6807552        17770496        24578048    27.7
  I:               0       585039872       585039872     0.0
  K:        96886784       263610368       360497152    26.9
  L:       795869184       989626368      1785495552    44.6

Free RAM: 515264    Total RAM: 651264

Figure 7-11: Check Resources

The following prompt appears:   

ARE YOU SURE? Y or N >

If you press Y, the patient record is deleted.  If you have second thoughts and press N, the

record is not deleted.  

When you delete a patient record, a blank (or empty record) is created in the file system.  When new

patient information is added, the system will store the new patient information in the blank records

before appending to the end of the patient file.

If the patient has invoices on file, this prompt appears:  

PATIENT CANNOT BE DELETED, HISTORY ON FILE

Press e to go back to the patient menu.  Having "history" means that the patient still has

invoices on file.   The End-of-Month purge will delete zero balance invoices that are older than a

number of months entered in the Practice Setup.  Reducing the number of months of history that

is retained will save space on your system.  The End-of-Month purge will also  clear old data from

the scheduler, recalls, check tracking, drug history and diagnosis/procedure history files.  These

purges are based on the time indicated for each in the Practice Setup.   (See page 16-1, Periodic

Operations.)

To manage an account that duplicates an existing account, or to erase information attached to a

patient so that it can be deleted, see "Check Balances" under this Utility Menu.  
Reset 

Statement Date Press R to reset the Statement Dates.  This will clear the First Statement Date and the Last

Statement Date fields and Balance Due at last Statement Run. 

Check Resources Press M for information on memory & disk allocation.  This can also be checked from the Utility

Menu listed on the MOS Main Menu.  Your disk storage space must be adequate for reports and

sorting functions.  Eighty percent used should be a flag to keep an eye on your usage.  If you run

the periodic functions that erase paid invoices, you will find that the space is only slowly used.  If

you are using an entirely new system, the space used will increase dramatically as you load your

patients, support files and start adding claims.  Once you get to the point where invoices are paid

and have aged to the point you set where they are purged this usage will slow.  

Check Balances Press _ (underline, j-) to switch to the Check Balances Menu.  If you assigned a

MAINTENANCE PASSWORD, you must enter it before the Check Balances Menu can be loaded.

These are used to cleanup data, check account balances and to do some secured patient information

management.
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Figure 7-12 : Check Balances Menu

WARNING: Options on this menu can delete patient account information and

claims.  Read the instructions carefully before continuing.

B Check and fix balance of patient & transactions.  This will recalculate the patient and

insurance carrier balances for the current patient.

C Change account code of patient and invoices.  This will allow you to assign a new account

code to this patient and will correct all invoices and transactions.  This is useful if an

account code was assigned incorrectly. 

R Re-Date Invoices.  This will change the date of all invoices listed on a given day to a

different date.  If your computer system date was entered incorrectly, it might get assigned

to some invoices and transactions before you noticed.  This will be a blessing if this ever

happens, since unscrambling a date error can be almost impossible.

P Delete Patient Record Only.  This will delete a patient record only, leaving the invoices

and transactions.  

A Delete Patient and ALL Transactions.  This will delete the patient and all transactions

regardless if invoices have balances or payments have been entered.

J Combine another patient with this patient.  This will allow two different patient accounts

to be combined into one.  If patient has been added twice, the information from one can

be combined with the second.  

X Exit by pressing X.  

Exit Press X, then press e to exit this screen and return to Find Patient screen.

X - Next Patient

Return to the Patient Selection Screen to choose another patient.

Q - Quit Program

Highlight your selection or press Q, then press e to quit daily input and return you to the

MOS Main Menu.
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Figure 7-13 : Patient Information Screen

0 - Current Screen

Highlight your selection or press 0, then press e to update the current screen.

Zero Age Enter “Y” in this field if the invoice age should return to zero each time a payment is applied.

Normally, an invoice will continue to age even if the patient is making payments.  This will cause

the dunning messages to be printed for past due invoices even when payments are made.  Use this

when a patient, is considered current on an invoice if any amount of payment is made each month.

Historical - Financial Summary

In the lower right of this screen is a box of information that is helpful and is managed entirely by

the computer.

The insurance carrier code, Charges, Balance, Expected Amount, and Age are summarized for each

carrier.  Also, the last recap date and statement date are displayed.

In the lower right-hand corner a number shows the number of invoices copied with the same DX

codes and header information.  

The word NOTES indicates that medical notes have been added for this patient.  The words

MEDICARE PRIMARY indicates the patient has Medicare as their primary insurance.  Other

information may be displayed and should be obvious in its nature.

1 - General Info

Highlight selection or press 1 and then e to go to the patient demographic screen for

updating.  See Figure 7.1.  You can edit most of the information displayed on this screen.  Refer to

Page 6-6, Adding a New Patient for more explanation of the information on this screen.  The

defaults are used to save time when entering a claim and should be supplied on this screen as

required.  
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Figure 7-14 : Patient Demographics Screen

Figure 7-15 : Insurance Information Screen

CREATE AN INVOICE? Y OR N >      

The lower-right hand box displays the current charges, balance and expected payment amount for

each carrier listed for this patient.  The age of the oldest claim with a balance for that patient is also

displayed.  This box only displays the insurance breakdown.  The main screen displays the patient

balance.  The box also displays the last recap and statement dates for this patient.

2 - Insurance Info

Highlight your selection or press 2,  then press e to go to the  patient insurance information

screen for updating.  See Figure 7.1.

For more information about the Insurance Company screen see Page 12-32 , "Daily Input". After

you save the insurance information screen, the following prompt is displayed:

Go straight to adding an invoice by pressing Y, then e.

3 - Create Invoice

Highlight your selection or press 3, then e to create an invoice.  See Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7-16 : Insurance Invoice Screen

Figure 7-17 : Diagnosis History Screen

After saving this screen, the Medical Office System will display the Charge/Payment screen.  For

more information about invoicing see Page 6-18 , "Daily Input".

4 - Update Invoice

Highlight your selection or press 4, then press e. A screen (see Figure 7.1) will appear which

will contain a list of the patient's invoices and a menu at the bottom.

6 - Diagnosis History

Highlight your selection or press 6, then press e to display the Diagnosis History screen.

Each invoice and its diagnosis will be displayed, as shown in figure 7.1.  

Press e to continue through additional invoices.  To review a particular invoice, type the

invoice number at the prompt.  The Invoice Detail screen is displayed.  Type “-1" for the invoice

number to hardcopy the screen.   The data displayed is in the accounting information, it is only held

as long as the invoices are on file.  The new Diagnosis History will hold data much longer. 

7 - Ledger/Statement

Highlight a selection or press 7, then press e to display the Ledger/Statement Screen.  This

screen contains a list of each invoice line from the patient's invoices. 
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Figure 7-18 : Ledger/Statement Screen

Figure 7-19: Patient Browse Display

From this screen five options are available:

S Statement Print Insurance, Patient or Both choices, See below.

D Diagnosis Display diagnoses for the highlighted invoice

I Ins/Dx Display the insurance/diagnoses information for current inv.

V Inv Overview Return to the Inv Overview Display

X Exit Return to the Patient Sliding Menu

Press the letter that indicates your selection and press e.  

Statement Ledger Use this option to print a statement for one patient.  Selection options allow the statement to

include Insurance Only, Patient Only, or both kinds of invoices.  Then a range of dates can be

entered to make the statement more focused.  Finally, printer parameters can indicate a 60 or 66

line page (use 60 for a laser printer).

B - Browse Mode
Press B then e and a browse display of your patients is displayed.

Display Patient records in the browse screen format.  If you found this patient by Account Code

or SS Number, the display will be ordered on that information.  If you found this patient in any

other way, the browse display is by record number.  The information on this display can be varied

to compare between patients and look for missing data.  Changing this display will not affect your

patient information in any way.  The format displayed when you first request BROWSE is called

the “default” browse.   This format will be reinstalled during any upgrade of the software.  Save any

format with a name unique from the existing names and it will be available any time.
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Figure 7-20: Insurance Check Track

Figure 7-21: Browse Check Track Payments Applied

Press X to exit the Browse Mode.

R - Reset Appt

Use this option to find the next appointment for this patient and cancel it.  The next visit date will

be changed to any future appointments that might be scheduled for this patient.   If no future

appointments are scheduled, the next appointment date will be erased.

8 - Check Track

This new feature will allow you to keep a running total of all payments applied from an insurance

check.  It will let you know how much money was applied and creates a reconciliation report listing

each invoice paid from that check.  The basic information about the check is entered from this

option, then it can be stopped and started until you have entered all the payments.  This will allow

you to stop the payment entry and come back to it later without losing any functions.  A screen

browse of the payments made will help you keep track of what has already been entered.  A new

report listed on the Insurance Carrier Reports

Menu will make a paper copy of the payments

made with the check.

Press 8e to display the Check Track

Menu.

View Check Information
This will display the currently active check

information.  This includes the balance remaining

and the number of payments made  so far.  

Browse Payments Applied

This will list each payment made from the current check.

Stop Check Tracking
If you need to stop entering payments from this check, select this option.  It will warn you if money

is remaining on the check.  

Insurance Check has not been disbursed completely.

Use START TRACKING to continue later with this check.

         <C>ancel Request   <ENTER>to Close
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Figure 7-22: Check Track Screen

The check can be started again by selecting Start Check Tracking and entering the carrier code and

check number indicated. 

Start Check Tracking
Press 4 to start a check.  Enter the Carrier Code and Check number on the screen.  If that check

already exists the rest of the information will be filled automatically.  If it is a new check, enter the

date and total check amount.

Carrier Enter the carrier that issued the

check.  If the check is a bulk check,

then enter the first letters of the

carriers which sent the check and

finish with “=” signs. For example,

if Blue Shield sent you a check for

carriers, BS, BS65, BSPA, and

BSIL then enter “BS==” as the

carrier code.

Check # Enter the check number as a

unique identifier.  Press wto

display the previous check or press y to display the next check for this carrier.

Date: Enter the date on the check or today’s date to indicate the payment date.  Just be consistent when

you enter these so you know which date is used.
Number of 

Payments: The computer will track the number of payments made against this check.

Total Amount: Enter the total amount of the check.

Less Payments 

Applied: The computer will calculate this as payments are made.  If there is an amount deducted from the

check for something outside the MOS enter that amount at the start and the balance will track from

there.
Balance 

Remaining: The balance remaining on the check.  

A report has been added to print the payments entered from Check Track.  Press 546 and

refer to the Chapter 11 for more information about the report.

9 - Diag/Proc/RX Hist

The password for MEDICAL NOTES is required to view this option.  The following choices are

displayed:
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Figure 7-24: Drug Screen

Figure 7-25: Add a Drug to Patient Drug History

Figure 7-23: Patient Procedures History

1 - Patient Diagnoses
This will list all the

diagnoses on file for this

p a t i e n t  b y  d a t e  i n

descending order. Press  I
to display the Invoice Detail

screen for the highlighted

invoice.

2 - Patient Procedures
This will list all procedures

done for the current patient

by date in descending order.

Press  I to display the

Invoice Detail screen for the highlighted invoice.

3 - Patient Drugs
This selection will list all drugs prescribed to this patient in descending date order.  Options are

available to Add, Change, Hardcopy or Exit.  

A - Add a prescription

A screen is displayed which will request the following information:

Date: Enter the date of the prescription.

Dr Code: The doctor of record for this patient is entered automatically, modify the code if necessary.

Written/Phoned: Enter W for a written prescription or P for a phoned prescription.

Drug Prescribed: Support File Browse, Add if Not Found

Enter the name of the drug prescribed or press q to select from the drug reference file.  A browse

will be displayed and you may select the correct drug and strength.  

Browse for Drug File
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Figure 7-26:Procedure Search for TESTLAB

e Highlight the correct drug and strength

A To add a new drug to the file.  

C To change the highlighted drug.

X To exit the drug browse.

Strength: The data for this is attached to the drug prescribed.  Select the correct drug to supply this data

correctly. Enter the strength including the units, i.e. 1 mg, 2 cc.

Frequency: Enter the frequency with which the medication should be administered, i.e. OD x20

Quantity: Enter the number or volume to be prescribed.  For example, if the prescription was for pills to be

administered 3 times a day for 10 days, then the quantity needed would be 30.

Stop Date: Enter the date the prescription should be stopped.  This field will also do some math for you if you

enter a number it will calculate the stop date by adding the number to the prescription date.  For

example, enter 60 to have it enter a date that is 60 days from the prescription date.

Patient Response: Enter any information about the patient response to the medicine.  For example, caused nausea,

had no effect, caused severe headaches, well tolerated.

Reorder Date: Enter the date the prescription should be reordered. This field will also do some math for you if you

enter a number it will calculate the stop date by adding the number to the prescription date.  For

example, enter 60 to have it enter a date that is 60 days from the prescription date.

Refills: Enter the number of refills allowed.

A form was added to the form list to print the Proc/Diag/RX History.

4 - Diagnosis Search
This will display all Patients will the given diagnosis. A prompt will ask for the search diagnosis.

Enter the whole number to get all with the given diagnosis category.  Enter a specific code to only

select exactly that diagnosis.

5 - Procedure Search
This will display all Patients will the given procedure. A prompt will ask for the search procedure.

Enter a specific code to select exactly that procedure.  The code is left justified so typing part of the

code will match all that start with that sequence of characters.  For example, “test” would match,

“testlab”, “test1" or any other procedure that started with the letters “test”.

The procedure code used is the same that was entered when you added the invoice.
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Figure 7-27:Refer TO Menu

Figure 7-28: Add Refer TO for this patient

M - Move This is used to quickly move to the patient highlighted.  The Diag/Proc/Rx Hist menu is then

redisplayed.

H - Hardcopy The list can also be hard copied as it is presented on the screen.

6 - Drug Search
This will display all patients that have a given drug/prescription on file.  It is only necessary to type

the first five to ten characters to get a good match.  This will match exactly as many characters as

are typed.

W - Referral To  
This options will allow a

referral made from  your

practice to another, as is done

with a Primary Care Physician,

to be entered into the data

about this patient.  Reports will

b e  c r e a t e d  t o  d e v e l o p

appropriate feed back about the

physicians used by your

practice as referring physicians.

At this time, the data you can

enter is as follows:

Press W from the sliding patient menu.  The Patient Refer TO Menu appears.

Add Refer to for this patient

To add new entries press 4.  This will automatically fill in today’s date and the patient account

for the current patient.

Date Referred: Enter date referred.  Usually this would be today’s date so that is filled automatically.

Patient Account Enter Patient Account code.  This will default to the current patient.

Referred Patient To: Support File Browse

Enter Referring Physician Code for referring doctor.  The doctor must already be added to the

referring physician’s file to be entered here.

Authorization # Enter the authorization number for this referral.  Often this is assigned by the PCP and must be

recorded.  This is a handy place to keep this information.

Diagnosis Code: Support File Browse

Enter the diagnosis code that relates to this referral.  The best choice need only be entered.  If

additional codes should be entered use the Notes.
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Figure 7-29: List referrals for a Patient

Procedure: Support File Browse

Enter the procedure code that relates to this referral.  The best choice for the procedure that the

referring physician is expected to complete.  Use the notes if additional information is needed.

Notes: Two lines of notes can be added to allow more information to be added.

Press 5 to search the notes for best matches of text given.  A text string is entered and the display

shows the best matches using the fuzzy search logic.  At this time, the patient account instead of

name is displayed.  That will be changed as soon as possible.  The note displayed may display the

incorrect note line, however, it seems to select the right records.  We will be correcting this as soon

as the runtime corrections are made in the source code for filePro by FpTechnologies.

View Current REFER TO entries  - use options 1, 2, or 3.  On all these options a new choice has been added

to allow the phone number to be displayed in the last column.  Press P when the browse displays

and it will refresh with the provider phone number displayed.  This list can then be hard copied for

a quick contact list.

Select 1 to display a list of referrals made for the current patient.  The list is displayed

chronologically  with the last referral at the top.  

Select 2 to display all referrals by referral date.

Select 3 to display all referrals for one referring physician.  They are displayed chronologically

with the last referral at the top.

Browse Prompts for lists.

V - View Referral screen - This option will display the referral screen, no changes are allowed.

Remember this may not be a referral for the current patient.

M - Move to highlighted patient.

X - To end browse and return to the Patient Refer TO Menu.

D - Delete Test.  This is only available for the Current Patient’s Test in Browse 1.

H - Hardcopy.  This will print the display as you see it on the screen.
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Figure 7-30: Add Referral Results

Figure 7-31: Test Results Menu

T - Toggle.  This option will change the display from including ALL referrals, to displaying

only OPEN referrals.  Open referrals have no Date Done applied.  This can help when

following up on referrals.

C - Change Referral Information - Use this option to edit the referral information. This is only

available from the Patient List (1).

R - Add Report - Enter report results from Referring Physician. This is only available from

Patient List (1).

Add Referral Results
Authorization # Enter the Insurance Authorization Number if it is not already entered.

Date of Service: Enter the date the referring physician did the test/procedure.

Date Done: Date the service was completed.  This date might indicate that the doctor called you with some

verbal results, so you can track that.  The referral is not considered complete until the report is

received.
Date Report 

Received: Enter the date you received the paper report.  Usually this would be today’s date.

Result Indicated: Enter result reported.

Date Done: Enter the date the referral was considered completed.  This date indicates that the referral is no

longer pending.  If you would like to follow up on a result, do not enter this date.  Then the referral

will be listed as an incomplete referral.

J - Test Results

This option is used to enter test results that must be tracked over time so they can be reviewed on
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Figure 7-32: Add a New Test Result

the screen. A comment can be entered to indicate medication adjustments that should be made.

This will be useful for blood sugar tests, blood pressure or medication monitoring.

Select J to load the test results menu.  

2 - Add Test Results
Press 2 from the Test Results Menu to add tests to the current patient.  From the browse list you

can also press A to add a new test.  The following screen is displayed.

Test Name Support File Browse, Add if Not Found

Enter the name of the test.  If the name is not found in the test definition file, you will be able to

move to the description and heading fields.  Fill them in also as you go through the screen and this

new test will be added as well as the results.

Date Scheduled Enter the date the test was scheduled. A quick way to enter this date is to press S from the “List

Test Results for Patient”.  The popup screen will be displayed with today’s date entered for the

schedule date.  

With Whom Enter the lab name or doctor name to indicate where the test is scheduled.

Authorization: Enter the authorization number issued by the insurance, if appropriate.

Column 1 - Column 4

Enter the values in each column as indicated by the heading defined as part of the test.  It is only

permissible to add values in columns that were given headings.  All other columns will be skipped.

The data can be typed with units or special characters as needed to properly record the data.

Comment Enter a comment here.  This can also be used by the Doctor to indicate a change required in the

medication or treatment.  A quick way to add this note is offered under Review Recent Test

Results.

Report Received Enter the date the written report was received.  This will finalize the test as being complete.

A quick way to assign this date is to use R from the “List Test Results for Patient”.  This will pop

up the screen and fill in today’s date.

This menu offers the following options:

1 - List Test Results for (Patient Name)
This will list all the tests on file for the current patient.  A prompt will request the name of the test

that should be displayed.

Start at Test Name (Leave BLANK for all):                               
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Figure 7-33:Sample Test Browse Screen

Figure 7-34: Test Definition Screen

Enter the name of the test.  The match is done only on the number of characters entered.  For

example, type Me  to see all the tests that start with the letter M.  If you name tests that go

together with the same first few letters, they will be displayed together.  If the response is left blank

all tests will be selected.

Display Tests Done Since: (MM/DD/YY)   >               

Enter a starting date to only display tests done since the date given.  If no date is entered, all tests

are displayed.

Browse Prompts
A - Add Test - Add new ordered test.

C - Change Test - This option will select the highlighted test and allow changes to be made to

the data.

D - Delete Test - This option will remove the highlighted test.  This will allow a test to be

removed if it is suspect or entered for the wrong patient.  

P - Toggle Pending - This option will reduce or expand the tests shown to include all tests or

just pending tests.

S - Scheduled Test - Use this option to add a scheduled date to the test.  A data entry screen

pops up with today’s date supplied to the scheduled date.  It would also be appropriate to

add the company or doctor with whom the test is scheduled.  A field for an authorization

number is also available if you need to track an insurance authorization number for this

test.

R - Received - When a hardcopy of the test results have been received, this date can be

entered.  

M - Move to highlighted Patient.  This is available on “4 -  Review Recent Tests Ordered” or

“5 - Browse Pending Tests”.

X - Exit - This option will end the browse window.

3 - Add Test Definitions
The test definitions will allow

a test to be assigned a name

and up to four column

headings for data.  This will be

used when the test is entered

to insure that the data in each

column is for the same

statistic.  If the any of the four

headings is left blank, that column will be skipped when the test results are collected.
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Figure 7-35: Review Recent Test Results

Figure 7-36: Patient Payments Browse

4 - Review Recent Test Results
This option will display tests by patient, by date done since a given date.  This will allow the

provider to quickly scan down all the test results on file and add a comment or note where

necessary.  

The browse prompts available are defined and explained above.

$ - PT Payments

This option will list all payments made by the Patient between two dates.  The information is listed

from newest to oldest.  A hard copy of the screen can be requested.  This only displays payments

given by the Patient and can be a quick way to answer questions about receiving a check or how

it was applied.

? - Quick Look

This option allows a quick look of the patient demographic without any possibility that the data

will be changed. The Patient Demographic screen is displayed in a look only mode.
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Figure 7-37: Quick Log Display

Figure 7-38: HIPPA Log Menu

Press e to close the display and return to the Patient Screen.

H-HIPPA Log

This option will display the HIPPA Log Menu.  Part of the new regulations requires that your

practice keep track of anyone is seeing the PHI data, outside the normal business of treatment or

billing.  If you print a Transaction Review for the Accountant, you need to keep a record of all PHI

data included in that report.  The MOS will do this as the report is generated and it is stored in the

HIPPA disclosure log.

To display the data for any patient press H from the patient slide menu and this HIPPA

Disclosure Menu will be displayed.  The disclosure information is only available back to the 4.0

upgrade installation.  This data was not collected prior to that upgrade.

Prompts allow the following:

1 - All Disclosures chronologically  List of each and every entry with the last one at the

top.

2- Select by Date  A user date is requested and all disclosures made on

that date for the current patient will be displayed.

3- Select by OUTPUT Code An OUTPUT Code will be requested and all entries for

that code will be displayed.  This code is assigned to

each output functions and a list of codes can be

printed from the security menu.

4- Select by User ID A user ID will be requested and all output requested

by that User for the current patient will be displayed.
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Figure 7-39:HIPPA Disclosure Browse

Figure 7-40: HIPPA Browse-ID selection

Figure 7-41:Authorized User Information

5- Select by Authorized Party An Authorized Party will be requested and all output

requested by that party for the current patient will be

displayed. 

The resulting browse for a list of “All disclosures chronologically” will look like the following figure.

Selecting a choice from the “USE HIGHLIGHTED LINE” will drill into a display showing just

the entries for the selected line that match that feature.  For example, on the line highlighted right

now in the figure, the user called “inquiry” made that disclosure.  If you want to see all disclosures

made by “inquiry” press 4.  The next display will look like this:

You could select the 3to see all entries for the output “DI FL” (Patient Letter) and if that was

not a code you understand press the option I-More Information will help with that.  Press I to

see each code explained.  The information will look like this:

Press e to continue to the next screen of information.
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Figure 7-42:HIPPA Information - Output PHI information

Figure 7-43: HIPPA information - Who 

Press e to continue to the next screen of information.

This will complete the information about the disclosure.
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